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Pickleball Pals
Manufacturers are churning out—and
improving—ball machines to help
pickleball players of all levels.
By Kent Oswald

Although the heart of pickleball’s
popularity is its social nature, that
doesn’t mean practice alone or as a
doubles team is not important—or
can’t be fun. Today’s ball machines
can be programmed to provide a wide
variety of shots and pacing, offering an
excellent workout while building muscle memory. Top-of-the-line machines
with their base retail prices are noted
below, as well as key accessories to
speed up the chore of picking up balls.

Playmate
playmatetennis.com
800-776-6770

Simon
pickleballmachine.com
859-380-8969

Lobster
lobstersports.com
800-210-5992

• This commercial-grade machine
($3,495) is designed to stand up to the
rigors of an institutional environment.
The user-friendly controller offers
five-direction programmable oscillation or random delivery. From the
150-ball tub, the machine shoots out
dinks, flat and fast or topspin/backspin shots, all arriving with a variety
of elevations and at speeds up to a
ball a second. Prior to purchase, the
company offers facilities the option of
an on-site demo. After purchase, ongoing maintenance support is provided
through 11 countrywide Playmate
authorized sales and service centers.

• The Simon X ($2,295), built to last
with stainless steel and heavy-duty
aluminum, throws from its 120-ball
tub (an extra 60-ball hopper is
optional) at speeds as soft as 5 m.p.h.
and as challenging as 70 m.p.h. Dinks,
topspin, backspin and flat balls all
shoot out every 1.5 to 10 seconds, either programmed in a specific direction or from different heights, or via
an oscillation that provides no hint
which direction the ball is headed.
The super stable machine, with easily cleanable pitch/throw wheels, is
easily transportable around the court,
and comes with a lifetime warranty.

• The Pickle Two ($1,509) enhances
singles or doubles training with
random oscillation, as well as a twoline oscillation feature delivering
shots to alternating pre-set spots on
the court. From the 135-ball hopper
comes shots delivered at speeds up
to 60 m.p.h. and with heavy topspin
or backspin, as a dink, lob or groundstroke. Options for the easily maneuverable machine include battery
or AC/DC model (allowing you to
charge and play at the same time),
and various remotes, including an
Apple iPhone app. Also available is
the original Pickle ($989).
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Tourna
Uniquesports.us
770-442-1977

• Easy maneuverability and versatility
are the hallmarks of both the Pickleball Tutor Plus and Tutor Spin (both
$1,049). From the 110-ball hopper
on the former and 125-ball tub of the
latter come the full variety of shots at
speeds up to 65 m.p.h. (for the Spin,
which also offers left or right sidespin balls) and 60 m.p.h. (for the Plus,
which lets you set topspin and backspin) every 1 to 6 seconds and either in
the same spot on the court or via random oscillation. Added convenience
can be found in two other models:
the Pickleball Tutor Mini ($699) and
Pickleball Multi-Twist ($299).

• The lightweight Pickleball Deluxe
Caddy with Wheels picks up all sizes
and styles of pickleballs, even as the
hopper gets filled to the brim. When
used as a feeder, the patented locking
system provides complete stability
and the 33.5-inch height offers easy
access for teaching pros.
With room for 17 pickleballs, the
Pickleball Tube simplifies the chore
of gathering balls and is durable
enough to be left outside hooked to
the fence. Press down on any size ball
to easily suck it up. Emptying is just
as simple: Turn it over and balls roll
into the container.

P H O T O S C O U RT E SY O F T H E M A N U FA CT U R E R S

Sports Tutor
sportstutorcompany.com
800-448-8867
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